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Abstract (en)
This invention relates to a set of pieces-connectors to assembly toys in shapes of smooth or grooved cylindrical tubes, smooth or teeth semicircles
and the combination of the same. Smooth or toothed tubular semicircles joined to a smooth or grooved cylindrical tube by one of its ends to the
middle external portion; smooth or toothed semicircles joined to other smooth or toothed semicircles by its exterior middle portion; cylindrical tubes
with a fixed "ring-butt" joined in its middle portion; smooth or toothed semicircles, joined at its two ends by a smooth or grooved cylindrical tube, in
its cavity direction, leaving the cavity at sight; cylindrical tubes, joined by their ends forming wheel; smooth or toothed semicircles, joined among
them at their middle external portions of their curves perpendicular one to the other; cylindrical tubes folded 90 degrees and reduced in its ends
respecting their circumferences. The pieces interact, engaging, fastening, dropping, sliding, grading, stabilizing, turning around and making sound
"clicks" among them, constructing and creating an endless 3D shapes, the grooves and the edges-butts will stabilize and grade the development as
well as the final result, the combination of smooth pieces with grooved and toothed pieces produce versatile results, having parts with stability and
parts with more mobility, subjected to the needs of the different parts of the toy.
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